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Irish and Finney Win In
Class Run-Off Election
Pacific Student Association Selects
Section Leaders for New Year.
At the run-off election for sopho
more and junior class president, Art
Irish and Francis Finney were again
chosen to lead their classes. As
neither Finney nor Irish had a ma
jority of votes in his class, a run-off
was necessary. The regular election
was held Thursday, September 30 for
the officers of the four classes. Mem
bers of the Executive Committee
were on the election board tabulating
results. Membership in the Pacific
Student Association was required for
voting.
Results of the election are:

FRESHMEN
Jack Collins
Jean Strong
Glen Harder
A1 Kragar

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

SOPHOMORES
Art Irish
Jane Jordan
Dick Morrall
Maryly Lyons

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

JUNIORS
Francis Finney
Junan Bronzich
Jack Roscelli
Minnie Sawyer

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

SENIORS
Vincent Peck
President
Patricia Roberts ....Vice-President
Mick Parsons
Treasurer
Patricia Milberry
Secretary

Coder Conducts
Drama Test
For Iowa School
By ALEX DONSKER
The founding and establishing of
a new type of theatre called "the
drawing room theatre,", was the fine
achievement of
Doctor William
Coder at the University of Iowa dur
ing the summer session of the insti
tution.
The play directed in this new style
by Doctor Coder was Phillip Barry's
comedy, "Holiday." This production,
which was one of the first of its
kind, was produced in a small draw
ing room with audence on three sides
of the actors.
This type of production tends to
reach a point of fine understanding
that can best be called "intimacy." It
makes the audience forget there is a
theatre, and the unreality of the
actors. It convinces the audience
that life itself is being enacted be
fore its eyes.
The production was given to prove
the practicability of giving plays in
small towns where there are no stage
facilities available.

PRAISED BY CRITICS

By GREGG PHIFER

Seniors are the best informed stud
ents on the campus, at least in the
field of present day events. The
results of the Public Affairs Forum
Questionnaire, circulated through
both Junior and Senior Colleges last
Tuesday and Wednesday, show that
as a student progresses through col
lege he becomes more and more cog
nizant of the world about him.
The questionnaire also revealed,
even upon the part 6f senors, a de
cided ignorance of what is going on.
The. average score among the seniors
taking the test was 14.5 out of 25
questions. This makes an average of
only 85% for the highest class in the
school.
Juniors were next in intelligence
of world events with an average of
12.5, or exactly 50%. Sophomores an
swered 11 questions correctly, or a
percentage of 44%. At the bottom
of the heap came the freshmen, with
an average of only 8 correct, for a
percentage of 32%.

POLITICAL AFFILIATION
The Forum questionnaire touched
around 350 students, including both
Junior and Senior Colleges. Of these
students, 33% expressed Republican
preference, 36% Democratic, 5% Soc
ialist, and 26% were undecided. Dr.
Eiselen notes that these figures
closely parallel those revealed by his
survey last fall.

POOR KAGAWA
Three-quarters of the freshmen
taking the questionnaire didn't know
who Kagawa is, or thought he was
leading the Japanese invasion of
China.
Four-fifths of the sopho
mores had the same idea. Percent
ages in junior and senior ranks, 57%
and 53% respectively, showed slight
improvement. Like percentages didn't
recognize Anthony Eden.
Nearly three-quarters of all seniors
believed that Leon Blum is still pre
mier of France. 45% of juniors and
freshmen and 33pi of sophomores
had the same idea.

APPRECIATION
The Public Affairs Forum Com
mittee extends its sincere thanks to
Dr. G. A. Werner, Dr. H. S. Jacoby,
Dr. M. R. Eiselen, and Professor
Lorraine Knoles for their assistance
in the formation of the questionnaire.
Thanks are also due those professors
who cooperated by using the examin
ation in their classes.
Dr. Eiselen, when asked to com
ment on the results said, "I have been
very much interested in the results
of the Forum Questionnaire. It shows
very strongly the desirability for
study of current events by college
students. I hope that my own stud
ents nobly upheld the traditions of
the American Observer."

Doctor Coder's production was
praised by the audience and critics
alike for its good directing and play
acting. The critics that saw the play
declared, "It was one of the few
experiments of the theatre that really
clicked." They went on to say,
"There is only one unfortunate part
about this production, and that is so
few people will be privileged to see
it."
The chief difference between the
"drawing room" type of theatre and
our own modern stage productions FIRST MEETING
is in the directing and acting of the
The first meeting of the Public
play in relation to the audience.
Affairs Forum will probably take
place sometime next week. Martin
Pulich, Chairman of the committee,
announced that the first meeting
would be in the fied of international
relations, dealing with the SinoJapanese crisis.
"Both time and
speaker are as yet not definite, but
watch the bulletin boards for an
Apt proof of the Broadcasting nouncement," stated Pulich.
Studio's ability will be given at the
completion of "The False Alarm",
the first electrical transcription ever
to be undertaken by the Speech and
Technique class. It is part of the
campaign of the Police and Fire
men's Initiative Ordinance. The orig
inal script was used for the Fire
Chief's convention at Seattle and
was rewritten by John Crabbe for
They're here. Pacific's band no
the program to be vigen over KWG longer need to march in barrels.
Members no longer need to hide be
next Monday from 7 :00 to 7:30.
Players participating are: Janet hind bushes—their pants have come!
Cole, Jean Smith, Doris Hancock,
In the new white and orange uni
June Parker, Forrest Darby, Marshal forms the band will perform tonight
Peal, and A1 Liedstrand. The tran at the first conference game between
scription will be a difficult test of Chico State and Pacific at Baxter
what the recording machine can do. Stadium. Gene Rotsch, drum major,
One half of the recording has been will lead the group.
completed with the remainder ex
pected to be finished in a week or so.
Promising to b very entertaining is
Geology Field Trip
the Variety Show on Thursdays at
Leaving Saturday, October 9, fifty
1:45 till 2 :15.
geology students will travel by car to
Telegraph City, Copperopolis and
S. C. A. FROSH MEETING
At a meeting of the Frosh club Hodson, starting at 7:30, and com
nominating committee of the S. C. ing back to Stockton around 6:00
A. Wednesday night, candidates for P. M. The trip will be under the
officers in the club were chosen. direction of Prof. J. H. Jonte and
Members of the committee were Bar Dr. A. Waldo.
Formations, structures, the Nabara Baer, Olive Kreuger, Grant Colliver, and Sam Cheney. Nominees polean Mine, and slate quarry will
be studied.
will be announced later.

Representatives to Visit Students in Campus Groups;
Committees Formed for Coming Financial Drive.

Preparations for the intramural de
bate tournament are nearing com
pletion. Many men's groups have
selected teams and are planning to
work on the subject.
Especially encouraging to the spon
sors was the prospect for two or
three teams composed of students re
siding in the town of Stockton. Liv
ing groups, including especially Rho
Lambda Phi and the men's dorm,
are already at work.
Dr. Roy C. McCall, when asked to
comment on the preparations so far,
said, "It is hoped that the women
will follow the men's lead and work
Program Dependent on
up some enthusiasm. We need a
strong group ready for action next
Student Interest
Wednesday."
Wednesday, October 13, will see
The spring athletic program was
the beginning of the round robin
the major item considered during the
schedule of debates. Special an Executive Committee meeting Mon
nouncements of the times, schedules, day, October 3.
changes of schedules, and places for
An adequate sum has been put in
the debates will be posted on bulle
reserve for a track program for this
tin boards or publicized through the
spring. As yet, track has not been
Bengal Daily Bulletin.
included in the official athletic pro
RADIO DEBATE
gram, and will not be until student
Tuesday at 1:45 the Pacific sym interest shows the project worth
posium will again go on the air. In while.
the second program on this new
If enough men show their intention
series, the question will be the Police to participate in track activities, a
and Fire Initiative Ordinance. Mar- schedule will be worked out by Dec
jorie Mainard, Jean Miller, Martin ember and track will be given as a
Pulich, and Gregg Phifer will par regular gym class during the spring
ticipate in this election-day broad semester.
cast.
The money set aside for track will
The third program will be present
not be touched until a definite idea
ed one week later. Definite align
of the number of men interested may
ments of participants are undecided
be gained. The fund will be used for
as yet, though the subject has been
track equipment and team expenses,
formulated. The debate will discuss
if the program goes through.
whether or not the power to declare
At the meeting $600.00 was appro
war shounld be removed from the
hands of Congress and given to the priated to finance freshmen and var
sity swimming and tennis teams.
people directly.
The National Student Federation
FIRST MEETING
Association has invited a delegate
The first squad meeting of the
from the College of the Pacific to go
present season saw a large turnout
to Albequerque, New Mexico, for the
to greet Dr. McCall, coach of Foren"si'Cs: After- welcomes —by- • Debate convention to be held there,

Track Fund
Discussed
By Board

Junior Class Second;
Others in Order
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Exchange Student Returns to Pacific

Photo by Clarence Compton, WEEKLY Photographer.
Minnie Sawyer, who won the 1936 Lingnan Scholarship and went last
year as Pacific's exchange student to Lengnan University in Canton, China,
is back on our campus again this year and full of interesting tales.
From Seattle on August 10, 1936, twenty-six of the exchange students to
Lingnan University sailed for China. They were accompanied and guided
by Executive Secretary Frank Wilson.

Informal Talks
Given In
Rally Assembly
Spontaneity and informality were
the keynotes of yesterday's assembly,
with talks from persons among the
audience, a brief address by Ralph
Francis, songs by Barbara and Bob
Flarrison, and trombone solos by
Stanley Heriot.
.- - Coach
Dudly
DeGroot, Jerry
Girdner, yell leader; Bob Freed, rally
committee chairman from San Jose
State College were at Pacific last
Thursday to participate in the rally
preceding the San Jose-Pacific game.
After the talk by Coach DeGroot,
and the introduction of the students
from S. J. S., a skit was presented
by Pacific students.
A horse, "Pansy," composed of Bob
Eley and Julian Ellis was put
through her paces by Erwin Farley,
with Bobbin Gay Peck in the scene
for a brief moment.
Bob Wcntz, recently appointed
rally committee head, was in charge
of both assemblies.

The first stop was at Yokohama,
Japan, where the party separated.
Some went to North China through
Korea, and the others spent their
time touring Japan. Two weeks
later everyone arrived at Lingnan
University and registered.
Each American girl had two Chi
nese roommates and the American
boys had one Chinese roommate. It
is true that everyone sleeps on wood
en beds.

BIRD'S EGGS!

About half the time Minnie ate
Chinese food and enjoyed such amaz
ing things as bird nest soup, shark
fin soup, hundred year old eggs, and
boiled turtle. These are Chinese deli
cacies but mfe -relcrtarftys' 'the fotwdation of every meal.
Miss Sawyer was amused by sev
eral Chinese operas and plays. The
property men continually walk around
on the stage, smoking and talking
among themselves while the acting is
progressing. They begin taking all
the property off the stage ten min
utes before the play is finished, and
they bring out a step-ladder in the
middle of a performance to change
the lighting effects. They also run
around keeping the actors' clothes
and headdresses straight.
One type of Chinese wedding is the
Mass Wedding. About three of these
take place a year in Canton and at
one Miss Sawyer attended sixtyseven couples were married. Some
of the bridegrooms carried bouquets.
The union by masses is performed to
save money as it only costs each
couple about two dollars in United
States money. A prominent single
wedding costs hundreds of dollars
and the husbands would have to
spend the rest of their lives paying,
for it. At a Mass Wedding one man
performs the ceremony for all the
Tentative plans for a larger Naran couples at one time, but no one lis
jado, the Pacific yearbook, as an tens, as everyone, including the brides
nounced by Fred F. Boyes, business and grooms, are talking.
manager, call for a volume of 256
BANDIT WARNINGS
pages with the psosibility of an in
The exchange students were con
crease of sixteen pages if finances
tinually warned against bandits and
permit.
thieves. One group of American
"All previous records in advertis
students were held up but a Chinese
ing will have to be broken," Boyes
was able to pacify the bandits.
stated, "if the budget of the annual
When the year was over and the
is to balance." The highest peak in
advertising returns was attained in group was ready to return home
the school year of 1929 and 1930 they went in many different direc
when the figures reached $1640. Over tions—some returned home immed
$5,000 will be expended for the 1200 iately, some went via Europe, and still
others went to Peiping where they
copies of this year's book.
were compelled to stay under martial
The Naranjado will again be pub
law for many days.. Miss Sawyer
lished at Rosensteel's printing estab
had planned to go to Peiping but
lishment, publishers of the PACIFIC
fortunately changed her mind. The
WEEKLY. The business staff to
train upon which she had planned
date includes Howard Lewis, Bar
to go was attacked and many peo
bara, Harrison, Elton Martin and
ple were injured and others were
Fred Boyes, manager. Staff protokilled.
grapher is Clarence Compton.
Miss Sawyer returned via Shanghai
to Japan where she spent three weeks
touring the island. She went through
th V apa "T
Columbus Day
Chapel
^
'
'
Alps, climbed Mt. Fuji, and went to
C
'
Dl
J
many other interesting places. From
oervice rlannea
jaPan she came home.

Naranjado
Plans

"Sail On! Sail On!" will be the
theme for the Columbus Day Chapel
service under the direction of the
S. C. A. Chapel Committee. In
strumental music will be provided,
probably in the form of a 'cello solo.
A student speaker will talk for about
ten minutes.
"Foundations of World Civiliza
tion" was the theme at the last Chapel
service", October 5. Dr. Raymond C.
Brooks, the president of Cumnock
School, gave the devotional address.
He advised students to "look for the
solutions of present day problems in
the direction of the scientific mind,
the democratic spirit, and the faith
of Jesus. Out of such foundations
the new civilization will arise."

Manager Louis Sandine and Profes
sor Orton, Dr. McCall outlined the
year's program. Martin Pulich and
Gregg Phifer discussed in a "humor
ous" manner the question, "Resolved :
that Professor Orton is a heretic."

'Tents of Arabs'
Opens Studio
Theatre Season
The first studio theatre production
of the current season, "The Tents of
the Arahs," a two-act play by Lord
Dunsay, will be presented October 18,
21, and 22, under the direction of
Mona Belle Hench.
The play concerns the ambitions of
a king and two camel-drivers. The
king wishes to live in the desert,
while the camel-drivers hope to live
in the city. The unexpected turn of
events in the story makes the play an
enjoyable one.
The list of characters are: king,
Bob Broaddus; Eznarza, a gypsy of
the desert, Claribel Coffman; BelNarb, Alex Donsker; Aooh, Max
Bobel; Chamberlain, Jack Fitting;
and Zabra, Albert Miller.
Outstanding feature of the play is
the atmosphere that is created, and
the beautiful, descriptive lines which
make up the play.
The cast has been rehearsing for
the past week and finishing touches
for the play will be added next
week.
General admission price for this
first production has been set at
twenty-five cents.

Chico Dance
Tonight

Dancing from ten to twelve will
follow the Pacific-Chico game to
night. Admission is free to the visittors with student body cards and
twenty-five cents per couple for C.
O. P. students.
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Kjeldsen, Dr.
and Mrs. Roy McCall, and Dr. and
Mrs. Glenn Pease will be patrons and
patronesses.
Speaking to the American Asso
Bob McCormick's band will play.
ciation of University Women in
Stockton on Saturday, October 2,
ended the activities of President
Lecture Series Planned
Tully C. Knoles for last week.
His official visits as Rotary gover
Possibilities for an All-college lecnor of this district to Salinas, Mont ture series taking in all divisions of
erey, and Castroville were made on the college have been announced by
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday of Dr. Fred L. Farley for November
this week.
This series will include all the deOn Wednesday, October 6, Dr. partments over a period of three or
Knoles met in San Francisco with four years. In former years only the
the committee on arrangements for Philosophy department was repre
the International Convention of sented. The past few years the lec
Rotary to be held in San Francisco tures were in the Natural and Social
in June, 1938.
Science divisions.

Dr. Knoles Speaks
at A. A. U. W.

S. C. A. activities soared to a new high this week as the membership and
finance drives of that organization were launched. At a meeting of the
cabmet, Tuesday morning, Irvin Grubbs appointed Gladys Bartholomew,
Don Rivitt, and Carolyn Weber to interview the chairmen of the various
committees comprising the Association.

SECRETARY

DRIVE OPENS
Monday night, the membership
committee opened its drive for new
members by giving membership cards
to the group chairmen. The S. C. A.
is following the same procedure used
in the Community Chest campaign,
and it is expected that every mem
ber of the College will be contacted.
Each living group on the campus has
a representative to solicit membership, and there are several who will
cover the town students.

COMMITTEES NAMED

Miss Joyce Dunkerly, new sec
retary of the S. C. A., who is
leading the membership drive and
who will continue to guide the S.
C. A. in its various activities
throughout the year. Miss Dunk
erly, a graduate of Stanford Uni
versity, is the first full time 'Y'
secretary to be employed at the
College of the Pacific. She has
had previous experience in S. C.
A. work at Asilomar where she
was secretary during the 1935 con
ference-

PACIFIC MEN AINT GENTS !
Survey Reveals Brunette Preferences
If gentlemen prefer blondes, Col
lege of the Pacific fraternity men
aren't in that class because they defi
nitely select brunette hair for their
ideal girl.
That was part of the information
arrived at from statistics taken from
a questionnaire which circulated
through campus fraternity houses last
week. The questionnaire entitled,
"Who Is Pacific's Ideal Girl" arrived,
at some of the following conclusions:
Given their choice of girls of the
sophisticated, country, domesticated,
and "Josephine College" type, the col
legians selected the domesticated kind
indicating that they want their steak
and potatoes in future life.
Just exactly what constitutes a
"Josephine College" type is not
known, but is evidently something
akin to the cartoonist's conception of
an average college man commonly
known as "Joe College."
Questioned on drinking and smok-

ing among women, the fraternity men
by a two to one vote declared that
they liked neither. Of the three local
house's contacted, two were against
both drinking and smoking in their
ideal girl, while the third house ap
proved the liquor question by one
vote.
Blind dates find favor all through
the questionnaire and the point was
ayed once more by a two to one vote.
The popular girl does not have to
have an automobile. Such- was the
decision of the fraternity men, but the
negative won by only vote suggesting
that the lady's means of transporta
tion is not always amiss.
The question answered most posi
tively, in fact almost unanimously,
was that query seeking to know the
popularity of the girl who becomes
"hungry" just as the waiter ap
proaches. This girl just isn't a fav
orite with fraternity men.

J. P. Livoni

Pacific Gives to
Community Chest

Dies

Each committee will be represented
by an item encompassing the activi
ties of that committee. These items
will be combined into a booklet,
which the S. C. A. is planning to
print for each member. They are to
be ready for all-association meet next
Wednesday evening, in Anderson
Hall.
Jane Jordan, social chairman, is ar
ranging for a social hour to follow
the business meeting.

Bob Bovcy, publicity manager of
the Association announced commit
tees to supervise the numerous activi
ties for the following year:
Public Affairs—Martin Pulich,
chairman. This group seeks to en
gender interest in public affairs and
to further knowledge of those already
interested. So far, the committee has
met twice and plans to meet weekly.
Room Committee—Alice Michaelson, chairman. This committee in
cludes care of the S. C. A. rooms and
furniture, as well as serving tea
every noon to those who bring their
lunches. Its work also includes sta
tioning a girl in the room every hour
to answer the phone and act as
hostess.
Membership—Trevor Griffiths and
Marg Nichols, chairmen. It super
vises the membership drive for new
members and sees that old members
get the activities they want.
Social Group—Jane Jordan, chair
man. The girls interested in social
poise and good usage are welcome
to this group, which gives considera
tion and help to college social life.
Race Relations — Florence Sato,
chairman. The hope of this group is
to keep the group large and to at
tempt consideration of causes of
racial antagonism. The next meet
ing will be October 11th.
Erwin Farley, chairman of the S.
C. A. finance drive, announces that
more money than ever before has
been donatd as a result of the faculty
finance drive which has been carried
on for the past two weeks. With
the gifts of 49 members, $159.50 has
been turned in. This amount ex
ceeds the quota in the budget by
$34.50, and there are still twenty
faculty members to be seen.
The purpose of the drive is to
finance the year's budget for the S.
C. A. It has been a tradition for
several years for the students and
faculty to support the organization
in this way. The student drive will
be announced at a later date.
Members of the committee for the
faculty drive were June Lane, Bill
Russell, Jean Westrum, Sonny Comp
ton, Betty Rae Stone, Helen Hall,
Art Irish, Hal Kniveton, Dick Eaton,
and Polly Parsons.

Reports from the Stockton Com FINANCE DRIVE
munity Chest campaign headquarters
Bill Morris, of Morris Brothers,
Another ship has sailed over showed the school division to be the spoke at the first meeting of the Pub
the horizon and somewhere over highest in contributions of all other lications committee Monday. Plans
and beyond the ken of this world
year.
TlIeSC'a?'' Gctober 5— were discussed for the coming
were alscusseQ 10r tne coming year,
a cheerful carpenter is resuming ffie'latest flat
gUrCS WCre Irvin Grubbs' S" C- A- President, gave
v Jahlf
°n
available.
his trade.
a short talk to the group. Bob Bovey
Among the educational institutions, was the chairman of the meeting.
Stricken suddenly with a heart
attack, Mr. J. P. Livoni died Wed Stockton High School was ahead The next meeting will be held next
nesday afternoon at the Stockton with $1,068 subscriptions made th^t month.
Emergency Hospital. He had been day, and College of Pacific and
Stockton Junior College next with
in ill health for several years.

Mr. Livoni has been associated
with the College of the Pacific
since 1927, when he replaced Mr.
E. E. Pinole as Superintendent of
Buildings.
Three children and his widow
survive him.
His oldest son,
Oliver, graduated from the Col
lege of the Pacific in 1928, and his
daughter, Elta, was a gladuate
with the class of 1929. She re
ceived her masters degree in 1930.

A.W.S. to Sell Pom-PoiTl
To increase the color and spirit of
the rooting section at this year's football games, the Associated Women
Students are again sponsoring the
sale of orange and black Pom Poms.
th-- t>—
...:n u- —u
a.
»an
n— iiouiuuniauuu
building this week and at the game
with Chico on Friday, October 9
Julianne Ralston, president of A.
W. S., asks all girls who have them
from last year to bring them to the
games,

$81.00.

Pacific students are far behind the
quota set for them, according to
early returns in Stockton's Welfare
Drive. A minimum of the student
body has contributed at this late date.

Pratt Institute
Exhibit Shown

Miss Charlotte Spalteholtz of the
Art Department was responsible for
Publications Committee bringing an exhibit from Pratt In
stitute of .New York City to the
College of the Pacific. The- photo
Plans Survey
graphic exhibit has been shown in
the upper corridor of Weber Hall for
Plans to conduct a survey to de
the past two weeks.
termine the buying power of the Pa
The photos show clay models and
cific student body were started Tues
plaster casts of designs created and
day, October 6, ^during the meeting
photographed by members of the in
of the Publications committee.
dustrial designing class of Pratt In
The survey will be made by means stitute.
of a questionaire to be given each
Pratt Institute of New York City
student in a near future assembly.
is a high school supported by the
The results will enable the WEEKLY
major industries of New York State,
and other student publications to
approach advertising firms with facts which supply equipment and instruc
tion for art students interested ir
showing actual buying power.
this type of work.
At the same meeting Fred Boyes
The exhibit accompanied a moving
explained the advertising procedure picture which was shown to the ar
and problems connected with the appreciation class and upper divisioi
Naranjado.
art classes.
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PANT FOR YOU
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§JujoJC
ORCHIDS AND HISSES
Horace "Poison" Ivey was greatly
These lucid ladles of logic
disturbed when be learned that col
... *«•6jc.
arc dedicated to the more pro
lege football is unlike hi-school
found of my friends—especially
games. He received many bruises in
work,
those whom 1 serve every nite
the last game, and is now singing that
in the capacity of hospital atRussian rhapsody "Black Eyes."
and aceompl.shm.nts
^
in the organ,Mildred Levand is really a swell
""d"' SHRUBS
gal—and is wondering if the canning
S. C. A.
1 mailer ot filling nut cards and going through imt.aMethinks that you shall ever
business
pays
well—call
for
Kennie
zation is not
•
i nt rather a voluntary, spontaneous
dub
„i
Glazier!
tion or investiture ceremon.es, but rather*vo
J
In its
My poems lovely like the
Ackie Dees should open a school
cooperation of those interestec in ca }
christian
for
Truckin!
Wodlets to you
By LEE FITTING
shrub.
membership drive, the organization asks for a pledge
shrub whose twiglets flap
Jcckie—you're the only gal we ye seen
As we are dragging ourselves
A
of the week-end stupor and pre
and swa-ay,
rahlly truck!
principles in everyday lif
annual Asilomar convenPeg Hissim has a swell column. paring ourselves
Above the tender, yellow
for the comm..,
Chief undertaking oM jr ^ ^ ^ {Qrty students t0 stud
Keep your eyes on it, guys and gals week-end we find that the world is
ha-ay.
_ , ...
tion, to which Pacific
contains many a good tip. Don't bright and life is good (so was the
Poiiins is slayed by fools like
and general personal improvement,
leadership, college problems
you, Peg?
..
, date last night).
me
student body, supplemented by
Please, Blaufuss, what s the idea ol THE BEST SHOW OF THE
But only Marc can fake a
Funds raised in Pacific's own
hiding your time with a Soph gal WEEK:
"be Community chest and Pacific's administration a.d
money from
when we all know your hearts w.tl
"Life Begins At College" as we see
of better fitting students
.•LITE-UNDER-BUSHEL"
it through our bloodshot eyes takes
a neat little Freshman?
in carrying out the organization s aims
PIGSKIN TALENT
It is rumored that the libraiy is
the place at the head of the list for
Twinkle, twinkle, little star
place for studying, however, we find the best show of the week.
I he
We've been wondering where
that is the very seat of the g
,tory ? ? Well, to tell you the truth
you are
i
we were so busy laughing at those
vine—gossip, to you.
g
1
^ Chapel service on the campus,
thc Race Rclatic>n
Up so high we couldn t see
We
learned
that
Miss
Bonnu
crazy
masters
of
comedy
the
Ritz
Come on, Georgie,
all-ie
nuttec to take charge
iveraee four
"Niriit of January 16th" Finkboliner Brothers, that we didn't really notice
In addition, the latter committee conducts, on an average,
outs-in-free"!
;«= growing tired of hearing "Happy The picture is swell, so try and see it
ANNODE TO CHAOS
Birthday To -You" sling to her every at the Ritz (no relation) it's worth
Four and twenty black-birds
your time and your money.
night at dinner.
Eating orange curds and
Recommended for all plumbers is
TEAM SONGS
whey
"Is It Love or Infatuation? —Bob the present attraction at the Fox
wZirin . desir, .. realize a rieh and creative life
Isn't that a pretty fix
bie Lee Squires and A1 Codiga.
California, "High, Wide and Hand
To be or not to be!
through a growing knowledge of God
"Double or Nothing"—Ernie and some."
Ah!! what a story, the
making this life possible
WRANCH FANTASY
We determine to have a part in
dream every pipe layer has dreamed
Delphine.
Oh, give me a home
"Night and Day"—Vimc and Anne. about (boy! and "is the story a pipe
Where the buffalo roam
"Champagne Waltz"—Phyl Lieb- dream.) It tells of a man's hard
'"in'mhmk we seek to understand Jesus and to follow him.
(and not the wife!)
ships of trying to put ail oil pipe
man and Tom D.
^
But
important of all is .he very evident sincerity of hs
Where the dear and her
"Whispers In the Dark -Johnny through from the fields to the refin
Can't-elope (meaning the
members in following out this pledge.
Reese and Betty Booth.
ery. Irene Dunne is our idea of
successor who married
"Let's Have Another Cigarette — real singing star. In spite of being
her)
able to life her vocal sords in song,
Robbv and Bud.
Play
and
"Am I In LoyC?"—Rachel
she isn't quite able to lift the picture
Where seldom is heard
Jimmy.
, from what is geologically termed as
An encouraging word
"Where or When?"—Buzz F. and "the rocks" (we call them that too)
And the pies are not
Shirl "Pomona" Makinson.
Dorothy Lamour, that little cute, sure
Made the right way.
"Remember Me?"—Forrest and|
gtuff
Boy!, has she got
Home, home on the range
on hs newest and bigges. undertaking
what it takes (but who knows exactly
Babe L.
„
(Majestic, for instance)
was a fifty-page, paper-covered, cartoon-filled hand. book Lour,
"It's the Natural Thing to Do
what it takes? Recommended for all
Where the dear and her
George S. and Charlotte Parkei.
, be commended on his project of giving this year s
freshman who want a quiet evening
Can't-elope play (Still having
Sandine is to
"Satan Takes A Holiday"—Babe away from the Campus, we figure the
o every one in the student body. Most everyone
a hot time)
issue free to
life, as we have it at Pacific.
S. and Ed. Koehler.
sophomores are dumb, but not so
Where often is heard
"The Folks Who Live On The dumb that they would waste their
however; overlooks the gargantuan task, set out f°r ^sts^vvhich
A low minor third
raising the money which will be necessary to offset costs which
HiH"—Jean and Simy.
money on a picture such as that, (or
As she wails her blue
"Can I Forget You?"—Fanny and are we wrong?)
will not be covered by the limited amount available through, stuRound-a-laie.
Wentz.
Picked "Varsity Show" up over
"It's On, It's Off"—Sonny and the week-end. A swell show with
deTobBtsiness Manager Boyes goes the success or failure of the
Carla.
only one drawback, you guessed it,
"That Old Feeling"—Clarence and Dick Powell. He's slightly on the
project. Advertisements are expected to pay for the amount no
Bessie.
fermented side. But watch those
covered by appropriation-and it will be necessary for Boyes to
"The Moon Got In My Eyes — Lane Sisters, they are as cute as
sell more space than has ever before been sold toMowntowr,jjfirms.
Jane K. and Bob Eley.
they come and are destined for
Either that or raise the rates, which might not be agreeable to
ODES AND ENDS
big things. A swell variety show
Zeke and Johnny are convinced that with Fred Waring and his orchesfirms buying the ads.
it
And so on through the years, Ed
-- was
— something
_ they et . . . . Old tra at the top of the list. The
With staff work well under way in a rapidly formed organiza
Baxter is still echoing your last bel-1 pennsyivanians carry most of the
gar glances at ye olde calendar and
tion it might be well for those who are interested in business
FOOTBALL FANCIES—I un
sees November 5, 198S, for this is
low, Jean Miller . . . Still want to go|pjcture on their shoulders; they're
work, whether for publications or not, to apply to Boyes and help
back to L. A., Edith I jams? . . . really good at it too. This show is derstand that in order to qualify as a
when College of Pacific plays ManPrimo has found something in that recommended to all college stu yell leader at College of the Pacific,'
teca University in Pacific's Nose
put over the undertaking. Certainly a work that wilt benefit so
one must be a proficient as a trapeze
Bowl, formerly Baxter Stadium, to
cute little Barbara Baer . . . Hal, Bar dents.
many of the student body deserves our whole-hearted support.
settle the gridiron championship for
bara Harrison, basket-ball is out of
Caught Sunday's radio offerings. artist, hog caller, ballet dancer, and
season! . . . when Carolyn Lister On the whole, the new show s are contortionist. In one yell fantasy at
the year. In looking over the cam
pus we find that it is still the ideal
returned this week-end, she found pretty lousy. Rosalind Russell's show last week's games, one of Pacific's
spot, many improvements, however,
John McGowan still pitching ... Kit is a direct steal from "A Star Is yowl conductors took three gliding
but still "no place like Pacific" at
you pick on college girls, Les?? . . . Born." (Incidently, we still think this steps sideways, then proceeded to '
By RALPH DE PUY
Cecil Caves decided to "Love Her is the best picture of the year,—so simulate an offspring on a moonmosphere remains.
candidly speaking. The project, designed to enable the WEEKLY
Detraction, disparagement, depre
By BOBBIN GAY
Neighbor" when she heard he was far.) Tyrone Power's program is a struck magician and a Balinese arm
Walking
down
Bava
Lane
we
see
to liven up that which some refer to as a dead piece of collegiate ciation, velfication, obloquy, scurrility,
about to leave town . . . what's pass half hour condensation of Broadway dancer with the movements of a
"Benny
III"
giving
a
fiery
pep
talk
journalism, evidently hasn't had a valid reason for existing, if scandal, slander—all go to make col to his lawn monkeys, pausing in the
With "Excursion' well in rehearsal, word about Abbie at Mu Zete? . . . hits. But a half hour condensation taffy puller thrown in. Whereupon
lege life.
there seems little else in the air We've heard that these Hawaiian gals is a little to the extreme side—not the C. O. P. handful of enthusiastic
responses are any barometer.
Respect, regard, consideration, gymnasium we see Doc Breeden, Jr.,
are shakes in the grass. . . . Have
rooters compiled with a weak, but
Perhaps the paper has reached such a state of informality t la courtesy, attention, reverence, honour taping ankles; strolling into the din around the theatre, Stagecraft class- you found that case of measles you so good.
have caught the fever and are hard
Benny is still the best comedian whole-hearted razz-muh-tazz.
The
es
ing
hall,
now
an
automat,
we
see
Roy
all
go
to
make
home
life.
Pacificites are entirely satisfied and feel that to publish candid
we've heard. His jokes Sunday other three (one for each rooter)
Cencirulo III pouring forth nickles at work pounding and painting and were looking for, Pat Roberts?
It's sure fun to go to college.
shots of college life would be just a wee bit on the yellow journal
night were the best we've ever howl directors repeated the animated
(pun unintentional) to students trying to be useful in general. Girls
heard, even, including his previous tableau with slight personal improvi
while Lawrence Short, Jr., leads his aren't letting the fellows get a step
ism side. Perhaps so, but the editorial staff doesn't feel that way. POME:—
ahead—they've donned slacks or
ninety-piece
brass
efisemble
through
programs. So grab this program zations—with appropriate razz-muh-i
Pictures have been taken—we've seen them, but no one has School days, school days,
an all Beethoven concert (P. S. Beet eans and have settled right down
when it rolls around on Sunday be tazzes from the fans. Then amid
turned them in. If it is because those who take the pictures don't Dear old golden rule days,
manuo-radio-ulno-humeral gyrations
hoven lost), Dashing over to the to get things under way. Say, some
tween eighUthirty and nine.
She was my girl in calico,
conservatory we enter the auditorium of you fellows better watch out, a
want their names published, the names will be left out. But I was her barefoot, bashful beau,
In case you're interested—Deanna and lumho-pelvic vascillations from
By VESTA PINKERTON
and our ears are greeted with the few of these girls can really swing
Durbin is still in town, she's great, the cheer supervisors and assorted
think of the prestige of having your works printed.
And I wrote on her slate,
What is the S. C. A.? Where does but watch out for Stokowski. You sizz-boom-bahs, rah-rahs, and raha mean hammer.
familiar
sounds
of
Pacific's
Orches
If the staff has gotta get down on its respective knees and beg "Keep out of the sun, babe, every- tra, now under the baton of Secundo
By the way, for the last couple it meet? These are two questions have to duck every time you look at boom-bahs from the audience, the
bodics
it will. But honest, why not hand some snapshots in?
Yob, of the Yobs of bessoon fame. of weeks we've been introducing that more than one new student has him. Unless you appreciate the high whole thing developed into a per-4
Looking through your dress."
Moving on back stage we pause at you to those persons who get right asked. To you who do not yet know points of musical artistry, don't see formance of whirling dervishes in
thhe answers, here they are. S. C. A.
PROBLEM:—
the room—something is going on in out in the glare of the footlightswhich various types of brain tumors
it.
stands for Student Christian Associa
A solution to the flood problem, side. Everyone is excited, people are now let's take a look at those who
Listen for "The Life of the Party' played an important role. Whereupon
tion
and
is
really
the
Y.
W.
C.
A.
and
startling in its simplicity, has sprung running about, and the smell of moth never get a thrill of a first en
—it's a swell song from a crummy the four spirit-instillers tossed their
from the brain of Dr. Charles P. balls reaches our nostrils. Soon the trance, those individuals who con the Y. M. C. A. combined into one picture.
Read "The Seven Who megaphones to the four winds: two'
will soon be published. Although it is not definitely "known at Berkey, professor of geology at "Co confusion is over and we learn that tribute a great deal to the show organization.
Fled,"
if
you
can sneak your name of them turned handsprings while the
The
S.
C.
A.
rooms,
or
the
"Y"
the time of writing, it will probably appear in this week's issue lumbia." After years of research he Pacific's new band uniforms have but get little credit. In other
onto
the
waiting
list. Well, it's an third placed his foot in the joined
finds that everybody who lives near just arrived and "Pop" Gordon has words—here's the technical staff rooms as they are sometimes called, other week-end, so we're off (that's hands of the fourth, turned a somer
of the WEEKLY. If not, it'll be there at least by next week.
are
located
on
the
second
floor
of
for
"Excursion".
Taking
the
dif
just
issued
the
long
sought
outfits
a river had better move away.
what mama always told us). See you sault in the air and fell flat on his
The seal was well chosen. Properly significant of the fact that
ficult and responsible job of Anderson Hall.
to his faithful footers.
face. The team lost 40-0.
DINING HALL:—
The following are some of the S. next week.
Stage Manager is Dale Rose, a fel
the Pacific Student Asociation is the organization which it repre
Moving on we come to Sorority
After several years as a Trojan
low
who
has
shown
himself
cap
C.
A.
groups:
Frosh
club,
Public
af
Freshman
:My,
but
it's
hot!
I
feel
sents, the insignia still retains something of the design found on
Circle. Still the same—we see Patri
rooter I finally realized a life ambi
able of plenty of work. The elec fairs and Race relations group. If
like a boiled rag.
cia Squires Codiga entering Epsilon,
tion—I got hold of my silver card
the old seal.
Sophomore: Too bad. We had that
tricians are two, both new in the you are interested in one or more
Elvira Peck entering Alpha Theta,
during a rooter stunt. Now I am
To Miss Bernyce Campbell goes this week's credit line on the yesterday.
theatre—Bob Grady and Joe of these clubs see Miss Joyce Dunkand Ed Simonsen just leaving Mu
satisfied with life and have no de
Downey, while the sound effects, erley the S. C. A. secretary.
honor of designing another seal, which it is hoped will be kept, in
Zeta.
sires whatsoever, with one possible
which really are very important
The students who bring their
An olive wreath to the writer of exception—to hold Alice Faye during
spite of these changing times, as long as the old emblem.
And so back to our frat house in this play, are being handled by lunches are welcome to eat them in
"The Keyhole" for creating such a a card stunt.
to await the big game. Soon the Margaret Lefever. Babe Saugstead the S. C. A. room. The room com
vivid and accurate picture of the
A movement is on foot to have the
hour arrives—the Nose Bowl, where is in charge of properties and help mittee serves tea free to all students
antics of the travelers to U. S. C. girl rooters discontinue that onethese two teams will come to blows ing her are June Lane and Vada bringing their lunches.
Nice eye, Kid. Watch out, however directional swish of their pompoms'
is packed to capacity—the teams are Ward—the prop list is really
that you don't get a hat pin in your during that "Go-Go-Go" stunt. Sev
on
the
field
limbering
up—the
yell
something,
including
everything
By TULLY C. KNOLES
ber 8—this is just an early reare constantly being brought against collegiates by newspapers,
leaders are giving their instructions from diapers to deck stairs. Bar minder of something you can't eye while looking through that "Kev eral of the male rooters in our row
hole."
the casual observer adjudges modern college students to be alive to Duritig the progress of the Nice to the rooters and the game is prac bara Bower is the librarian, and miss.
developed a case of seasickness and
Pacific rooters are also to be com- were on the verge of dire distress 'till
Convention of Rotary International tically about to start. Coach Stagg that, I believe, gives the deserved
situations and issues of the day.
it was borne • in on all minds as gives final instructions to "Muscles"
they discovered that the mega-'
Oh yes, the other morining while
The Public Affairs Forum questionnaire, on the contrary, be never before that Rotary is not a Blaufuss III, Pacific's triple threat mention to the back stage work
phones had a hole at the small ends.
ers.
wandering around I ran into none
sides revealing the heavy preponderance of Republican or Demo fact-finding body, is not a body to captain, and sends his team into the
other
than
Walter
Wright—he
is
re
cratic preference on the part of students, showed that the average discover and to describe trends, nor fray. Up and down the field goes
CAUSTIC CUSTODY — News
While "Excursion1' passengers are turning to Pacific after two years
is it a crusading body. There are,
student is not aware of men or situations in the world at large. of course, and should be fact-find the ball, both teams fighting every sailing hither and yon upstairs. "The in the Orient. Walt is remembered PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY item tells of a woman who asked
inch of the way and then the final
DURING, THE COLLEGE YEAR for a divorce on the grounds that
Despite the tremendous publicity given the Supreme Court in ing bodies sponsored by governments gun—the game is over. Score Pacific Tents of the Arabs" is being pitched in the theatre for his work in Mac BY THE PACIFIC STUDENT during all her years of married life
downstairs.
The
cast
has
turned
out
beth
and
The
Green
Bay
Tree.
Glad
the recent fight, students in general knew less about this part of as in the case of the committees ap 131 and Manteca U. 131. And so the most satisfactorily, much tp Mona to see you.
ASSOCIATION
her husband spoke to her only three
pointed by various governments after
the questionnaire than any other part, with the possible exception the war to re-assess the war guilt. 1985 season is over with the cham Belle's relief—Max Gobel, Clarabelle
times. She was granted the divorce
pionship still undecided. What will
and cllstody of the three children.
of the division on labor.
Or those fact-finding bodies should happen in 1986? Will Pacific beat Coffman, Alex Donscher, A1 Miler, 1 Coming back again to "Excursion" FOR RATES ON ADVERTISING!
1
and
Bob
Broaddus
are
getting
their
—the
cast
is
going
"trucking
WRITE
OR
SEE
MANAGER
in a
Although the questionnaire might well lay grounds for pessim be academic, as in the case of uni San Jose? Will Pacific still have
STRIP IT—Louise Hovick (knee
first crack in work at Pacific when big way. Bud Myers, that swivelversity seminars, or as in the case
ism on the part of the educational authorities, encouragement can of such organizations as the Brook chapel? Will the chimes ring exactly the show opens on October 18. No- hipped Frosh, is the professor and the
Gypsy Rose Lee) is being touted as
on the hour? Will Challis graduate?
Acceptance for mailing at special
a new screen find—clothes, and all
be derived from the fact that the percentage of right answers ings Institute.
Will yeu continue to read Lmproviza- vember 4, 6, and 8 are the dates set whole cast . his students, but the rate of postage provided for in Sec
for
the
second
studio
play,
"The
others
just
can't
swing
into
it
like
The girl, they say, has hidden talent
rises parallel to the year in college.
When Herbert Hoover was Presi tions?
tion 1103 October 3, 1917, authorized
Phantom," which will soon be in the Bud. Say, speaking of "truckin'
dent
of
the
United
States
he
caused
October 24, 1924.
Taken all in all, there can be no doubt that this questionnaire
plimented for their support at the
stages of rehearsal. The director is you all better truck on down to the
to be collected a vast amount of data
shows the tremendous need for a live Public Affairs Forum on the from which trends in our evolving
Ban Jose game. The spirit is there!
Marion Akers.
Little Theatre office and get your
best qualified for their performance,
Of interest to all students is the season ticket if you haven't already Entered as second-class matter Octo all that is needed now is a little or
College of the Pacific campus. There, opportunities will be given national life could be discovered.
and devotes itself to the task of ad
coming of "Room Service" that done so. Remember they are only ber 24, 1924, at the Post Office at ganization and more practice o"
for the average student, whose newspaper reading may be confined
There are peace organizations vancing undertaking, good will, and
delightful comedy hit that you three dollars this year and you can Stockton, California, under the Act those yells. If there exist any lira'11
almost
without
number
in
the
world,
peace
through
a
world
fellowship
of
to sports or society pages, to learn about the questions and person
children in the way of new yclK
of March 3, 1879.
all of them acting as crusading bodies business and professional men united have heard so much about this past put them on your bill—give yourself
give them to Phil Starr. He will be
alities of the day.
season.
It
is
now
playing
in
San
the
opportunity
of
seeing
some
first
for the securing of peace.
in the ideal of service.
glad to get them and the rooters wf|
Francisco and will be here in Pa- rate plays and get your season ticket
—G. P.
SUBSCRIPTION
PRICE
$1
50
Rotary leaves these tasks to those
Tully C. Knoles.
cific's Little Theatre on Novem-|now.
be glad to yell something new an''
A YEAR.
different.
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Petunias to Bob Bastian, who did the
decorations, Bud Sturrock, general
Chairman, and Fran Robinson, who
had the brilliant idea, for turning out
such a different decorative scheme
.... Muriel Lagerwell received slight
bruises in an auto accident while re
turning to C. O. P. for the dance
.... Many friends (?) were dis
appointed when Jim Schnabel failed
to materialize on Saturday nite
Among former Pacificites who re
turned for the dance were: Kenny
Glazier, Carolyn Lister, Bruce MacDonald, Martin Craig, Gordy John
son,
Owen
Wilkenson,
Tommy
George, Janet Baker, Zelma Burson,
George Hench, Mr. and Mrs. Har
vey Odell (Anne Horton), Ralph
Alden, Karl Kaizer, Barbara Curts,
and many others .... Bob McCormick and Al Harkins really have a
marvelous orchestra.
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RAMBLINGS
News of ex-Pacificites finds
Roy
Philips at Oregon State, Mary Jane
Turnbull, Jane Carter, Bobby and
Bill Curts at Cal., Gretta Gale, Caro
lyn Lister, Marian Craig and Mung
Stratton at business schools, Lowell
Rutherford, Eddy Woodard,' Kenny
Glazier working in Oakland, Howard
Hawley, Jud Sutherland, and Keith
MacDonald in Los Angeles, Jim Sch
nabel working in Yuba City, Betsy
Jollyman at U. of Oregon, Owen
Wilkenson at Stanford, and Charley
Jones at San Jose State, Martha
Parsons in Montana.
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THITHER AND YON
Lila Fay Dougan, new Pacificite, re
turned to her home in San Jose with
her victorious friends last Friday
night .... Corky Cortez spent the
week-end in Grass Valley and there
fore missed an exciting game
The GEK dance at the Country Club
proved to be good competition for
the Student Body dance on Friday
eve
It seems there is to be
a three-column feud on in this paper
—at least, that is getting away from
the usual two-column beef
There is great need for the organi
zation of a regular rooting section—
Let's go, Bob! .... Mr. and Mrs.
Lefever have certainly fixed up the
former College Inn so that a fellow
can take a respectable girl there—
Can't you, Ben? .... "Doc" Bawden
decided that his Foods and Nut class
were underfed, so he thoughtfully
supplied them with a healthful break
fast—once.
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TODAY'S ETIQUETTE
LESSON

un-

Virginia Devine Miss Knoles Has
Married During Buffet Supper
For Zetagathean
Summer
Miss Lorraine Knoles was hostess
Of great interest to those on the
uC
campus was the marriage of
Miss Virginia Devine to Walt Baker
c unng the summer. The ceremony
took place at the home of the bride's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Devine,
on West Harding Way. It was performed in front of the fireplace
which was banked in white flowers.
Miss Devine was attired in a frock
of white mousseline de soie with a
wreath of white flowers in her hair.
Pauline Marshall of Lodi was maid
of honor and Dr. Ned Baker, brother
of the bridegroom, from San Fran
cisco was the best man.
A reception attended by friends
followed the wedding. Assisting her
were Jacqueline Dees, Dorothea Don
nelly, Arlyne Harder, Mary Declusion, Ann Devine, Mrs. Peter Mar
shall of Lodi, and Mrs. Mignon
Greneshaw of Sacramento.
The wedding trip was taken on the
Redwood highway and into the
northern states. The bride was a for
mer student at San Jose State Col
lege where she was a member of
Phi Kappa Phi sorority. The groom,
the son of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Baker,
is a member of Rho Lambdo Phi at
Pacific. The couple are residing in
Stockton and both are continuing to
attend College of Pacific.

Sixteen Members
Initiated At
Omega Phi
Sixteen new members were initiat
ed into Omega Phi Alpha fraternity
Sunday evening, October 3, at eightthirty. Those for whom the cere
mony was performed are Leslie
Knoles, Jerome Cincinato, Howard
Thurston, John McGown, Art Irish,
Phil Starr, Herman Gaumnitz, Delbert Wescott, Julian Ellis, Jess Gidley, Bud Doyle, Charles Anderson,
Elson Cencirulo, Harold Kniveton
and Hugh McWilliams.
Those officers who presided in the
initiation were Gordon White, newly
elected president; Roland Campbell;
Will Challis, and Erwin Farley.

Alpha Theta Club
Has Meeting

You can fool some boys all the time,
Last Wednesday evening twenty
You can fool all boys some of the members of the Alumni Club of
time, But, you can't fool all the boys
Alpha Theta Tau Sorority met at the
all the way home.
home of Miss Lorraine Knoles on
the College campus for the first meet
ing of the new season. The pot-luck
supper was served from a table cen
tered with all varieties of Fall fruit,
and Zinnias formed the decorations
Annual Pi Kappa Lambda grad
for the living room.
uate recital scheduled for last Tues
The purpose of the business meet
day evening, October S, has been
ing
that followed dinner was to raise
postponed until November 2, due to
the illness of Chrissie Woolcock money and to discuss plans for the
Collins, soprano soloist of the class following year. Miss Bernice Mcof 1928.
Ardle is president of the group and
Other graduate students .who are Miss Knoles is chairman of enter
members of Pi Kappa Lambda, and
tainment.
who will appear with Mrs. Collins
are Margaret Smith, pianist, '29;
Austin Coggin, '32.
Roger Baer spent a busy week-end
The next conservatory recital will entertaining. Among his guests were
be the second faculty recital, featur Miss Mary Bay, former vice-presi
ing J. Henry Welton, tenor, and dent of the student body and Fred
Allan Bacon, organist. It will be Dodge and Frank Mash, former
given on Tuesday, November 19.
room-mates.
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Tau Kappa Club Omega Phi Holds
SCCIAL
Informal Dance
For Mothers
Tomorrow Night CALENDAR
Meets
One of the most novel dances of

Wed in Reno

to the Zetagathean club at a buffet
supper Friday evening before the
San Jose-Pacific football game. A
variety of dainty toasted sandwiches,
salad, chocolate pudding with sliced
bananas, cupcakes, and coffee were
served at two tables which were
decorated with autumn fruit and
colorful autumn leaves.
Several
vases "of zinnias also decorated the
room. The guests attended the game
afterwards.
Those who enjoyed the affair were
Arlene Tanner, Jane Thexton, Doris
Bishopberger, Gladys Sanguinetti,
Elizabeth Lacy, Beth Dodds, Naida
Titherington, Emily Hanson, Mar
garet Haymond, Harriet Kientz,
Floriene Buoy, Aileen Buoy, Caro
line Degener, Sarah Kang, Florence
Pang, Marian Tarbox, Ruth Jones,
Dorothy Lennox, Vera Schmidts,
Mrs. Ralph Brady, and the hostess.

Pledges Taken
Into Mu Zeta
First Rushing Tea
At Initiation
Of Alpha Theta

Mu Zeta Formal
Rushing Tea to
Be Held Sunday

Is Held

Decorations in pastel shades will be
the motif of the formal rush tea at
at Mu Zeta Rho Sorority Sunday af
ternoon. Forming the receiving line
will be Miss Ovena Larson, house
mother; Miss Alinde Dohrmann,
president; Miss Beverly McGhan,
vice-president. Miss Dohrmann an
nounced Miss Faye Lovegren as gen
eral chairman of the affair, and
assisting her are Miss Jean Westrum,
Mildred Lagomosino, Janet Cole, and
Nancy Greaves. Presiding at the
candlelit table will be Mrs. Everett
At a morning ceremony in Reno,
Wolf and Mrs. Carl Rausch.
performed by Rev. Brewster Adams
of the Baptist church there, Miss
Nina O'Neil and Mr. Douglas Scott
Nelson were married. Miss Jane
Kingdon attended the bride and Mr.
Robert Eley was the attendant of
the groom.
The bride was attired in a knitted
Miss Grace Carter, secretary to suit of dubonnet and her flowers
Doctor Tully C. Knoles, had as her were a corsage of lilies of the Val
weekend guest, Mrs. Clyde G. Hink- ley.
After the ceremony the couple left
ley, formerly of Hamlin University.
Last Sunday, Mrs. Hinkley, Miss for a wedding trip to Santa Barbara
and the South. At the conclusion of
Carter, and Dean Opal Berg visited their trip they will make their home
in San Francisco and motored down in Bakersfield where the groom is
the peninsula to Stanford University. employed with the Consumers' In
Tuesday Mrs. Hinkley left for Los vestment Trust Company.
Angeles where she plans to spend the
Both of the young people were for
winter.
mer students at Pacific. Mrs. Nel

Nina ONeil Married
To Douglas Nelson

Grace Carter Has
Noted Guest

STYLE GAZING
With Peg
After that exciting game Friday
night, it seemed to put us all in
better spirits, and lucky for me,
made us want to get dressed in our
best "bib and tucker," and go "truckin"' at the Inter-Fraternity dance.
Saturday night found Mary Mar
garet Miller dancing in a hunter
green coat dress, made with princess
lines. Buttoned from the peter pan
collar to the hem-line, with medium
sized wooden buttons, it has the pop
ular 1937 version of the • squared
shoulder. With this outfit she wore
a very stylish hat of the same shade,
pulled down over one eye. With a
high crown and a large bow at the
nape of her neck it is very becoming.
She carried out a contrasting color
of copper in her bag and shoes. Mary
Margaret »was with Benny Sevelli
who was wearing a whte sport coat
gray slacks and dark shoes. This
couple looked very nice in their con
trasting outfits.
Another outstanding couple danc
ing sublimely to the music was Karl
Rigor in a dark blue, faintly plaid,
sport back suit, and dark shoes, and
Dot Phyllis in a navy blue dress
with embroidered flowers sprinkled
over it. The dress had a V neckline
at the point of which she wore a
rhinestone clip. It also had a swing
skirt, and short puffed sleeves. She
wore navy blue swing sandals.
Dick Loomis and Lois Wheeler
looked very lovely together in their
dark suits. Dick's suit had a faint
pencil stripe woven into it. Lois
wore navy blue shoes, a powder blue
blouse with a rhinestone clip at the
neckline to accentuate her suit.
Have you girls all seen that clan
plaid skirt Madge Hepburn brought
back with her from her recent trip
to the British Isles? It is a very
full pleated skirt; carrying out the
grandest shades of blue, red and

Jackie Lange Will
Be Married

Alpha Theta Honors
Mrs. Coder

Kay McKibben had on an adorable
powder blue woolen dress last week.
There was a cord trim forming frogs
on the front of the blouse, made of
the same material as the dress. She
wore navy blue puritan pumps, and
a little navy blue off the face hat.
The fellows all looked so very nice
in their suits and NECKTIES at
dinner Sunday. Why don't you make
a habit of dressing for Sunday din
ner, after all we don't think it would
be such a hardship for you to get
out the good suits once a week.

Dance After the Chico Game

"Keeping One's Enthusiasm for Life"
will be the sermon topic

Sunday, Oct. 10, 1937
at the
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH
on Pacific Ave. 2 blocks south of
the campus
ARTHUR FOOTE, Minister

COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

FRIEDBERGER'S
339

East

Bob McCormick

and his

Swing Stylists
IN THE GYM
BOB McCORMICK
6515W

ART NIELSEN, Mgr.
8029W

SUNDAY, Oct. 10Rushing Starts.
MONDAY, Oct. 11—
Rehearsal
Auditorium
TUESDAY, Oct. 12—
Chorus Rehearsal
Auditorium, 7 :00.
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 13
S. C. A. Meeting
"Y" Rooms, 7:00
Pi Gamma Mu Lecture
8:15
Orchestra Rehearsal
Auditorium, 7:00-9 :00

College Rainbow
Club Meets

New members of the sorority are
Rita Folsom, Jane Wolf, Rita San
guinetti, and Betty Booth. The for
College Rainbow Girls attended a
mal initiation followed an all-house
special meeting of the club, Wed
dinner.
nesday at four o'clock, in Anderson
Hall. Under the leadership of their
sponsor, Miss Mae Shaw, the group
discussed having a dinner downtown,
but it was decided to postpone this
affair until the close of formal rush
ing.
Committees to assist at the Moth
ers and Patronesses Club fashion
revue and tea this Sunday have
been appointed by Epsilon Lambda
Sigma. Those serving on the decora
tion committee are: Kay King, Jean
Miller, and Helen Baer; to arrange
Suggestions for a dance to be
chairs, Betty Rae Stone, Lorraine given by Men's Hall were requested
Robinson, and Jean Morgan; to ar at the first regular meeting of the'
range trays, Marjorie Nichols, Bar group held last September 27. Nom
bara Lee Squires, and Lora Lou inations for representatives from the
Childs; for clean up, Madge Hep sections of the Dorm were made at
burn, Pat Seavers, Alice Tilton and that time, the election to be held at
Jean DuBrutz.
the next meeting.

Committee Named
At Fashion Tea

Men s Dorm Dance

Is Suggested

US
(Hp
FU

Alpha Theta Tau honored Mrs.
white. With this she wears a navy
blue dressmaker jacket and a little William Coder Thursday night at an
scotch plaid hat made of the same informal dinner at the sorority house.
Miss Jane Lane was chairman of the
plaid as her skirt.
arrangements. Those present were
Ralph Trembly was in the library Anne Blundell, Shay Barnett, Julistudying the other night in a blue anne Ralston, Bobbin Gay Peck,
gray, and black plaid jacket, gray Mary Lou Whitmore, Peggy How
slacks, and a very stunning navy blue ard, Dot Davis, Babe Saugstead, Min
corduroy "Goucho" shirt. We won nie Sawyer, Bessie Fraser, Ruberta
der just which one of those cute Demmon, Betty Flickinger, Maryly
freshman girls he was planning to Lyons, Harrie Dean Wooley, Rachel
meet that night. Milton Greenblatt Forbes, Beverly Starr, Nelda Ormiswas also in the library looking very ton, Gerry Patton, Betty Jean Ashley,
handsome in a soft gray wool Miss Maryq Doman, and the guest
sweater, gray shirt, dark trousers, and of honor.
Guests who spent the week-end at
gray suede shoes.
the Alpha Theta Tau sorority house
were Betty Jane Caldwell of Univer
Jack Collins the new Frosh. presi
sity of California, Pat Teller of Pied
dent, came to dinner Sunday in a
mont, Barbara Curts also of Univer
dark green sport coat, gray pin strip
sity of California, Maj' Wertner,
ed slacks, and one of the best looking
ties we have seen on the.campus in Dorothea Woods of San Francisco,
a long time. It had several shades and Gerry Scott who is teaching in
of green combined with white, har Gustine.
monizing nicely with his jacket.

By BECK

SATURDAY, Oct. 9—
Geology Field Trip
Omega Phi Alpha Informal Dance
Omega Phi house, 8:30.
Epsilon Fashion Show
Epsilon house, 2:30.

THURSDAY, Oct. 14—
Thursday Night Dance
GymnasiumRehearsal
Auditorium
' Four pledges of Mu Zeta Rho were
initiated into the sorority at a candlelight ceremony last night. The rooms FRIDAY, Oct. 15—
Archania Father and Son Banquet
were attractively decorated in the
Archania Housse
colors of the house—silver, sandleWomen's Hall Informal
wood, and rose, and flowers
were
Women's Hall, 8:30-12:00
used about the rooms. President
Alinde Dohrmann was assisted by
First Directress Janet Cole; Record
ing Secretary Jean Westrum; and
Chaplain Doris Marsh.

?"•

At House

Herman Gaumitz and Jack Tullock
have the prize beer jackets on the
campus, but what on earth are all
those zippers and buttons for. It
there a contraption included that
makes sleeping bags of them?

Bright fall flowers will decorate
the Alpha Theta Tau house for the
opening rush tea on Sunday. Greet
ing the guests at the door will be
Miss Mary Doman, and the guest
Miss Anne Blundell, president; and
Miss Evelyn Barnett, assisted by Miss
Yerna Dunstan.
Mary Lou Whitmore and Maryly
Lyons are in charge of refreshments;
Pat Roberts and Florence Renney,
decorations; Delphine Ferroggiaro
and Evelyn Cary, borrowing; Peggy
Breed and Ruberta Demmon, music.
Tea will be poured by Mrs. William
Coder and Miss Eleanor McCann.

son is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
F. J. O'Neil of Alameda and has
attended the College of the Pacific
for three years. Her sorority on the
campus was Epsilon Lambda Sigma.
She is a member of the Rainbow
Miss "Jackie" Lange formally an
for girls and has received her ma nounced her engagement to Mr. Dick
jority degree.
Wagers Thursday evening, Septem
Mr. Nelson, son of Mr. and Mrs. ber 30, at the home of her parents in
Harvey W. Nelson, has graduated Lodi. Miss Lange is a sophomore
from the College where his fraternity student at Pacific and'is a pledge of
was Omega Phi Alpha. He is a past
Mu Zeta Rho sorority on the campus.
master counselor of the Order of
Mr. Wagers is from Lodi. He for
DeMolay.
merly attended Pacific. As yet no
They are also both interested in
date has been definitely set for the
the Little Theatre at Pacific and are
members of Theta Alpha Phi, Nat wedding.
ional Dramatic society and of the
Pacific Players. During the past few
years they have appeared in several
major roles on the Pacific stage.
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smart fashions
for the

college girl..
here in the Wonder . . . you will
find three distinct Shops carrying
cleverly styled dresses for the
college girl . . . fashions for the
campus ... for important dates
... for evening affairs.

M a i n . Street

. . JEWELERS . .

Sierra Theatre
THE
HIT OF 1937

WITH

COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

the season will be given by Omega
Phi Alpha tombrrow night from 8:30
to 12:00 in the rooms of the frater
nity house. The theme is to be "Bad
taste' and everything is to be carried
out to justify this title. The house
is to be decorated in bad taste, The
orchestra will be dressed in bad taste,
and the members and their guests will
be expected to come attired in bad
taste.
Jerry Keithley is in charge of the
dance. He will be assisted by Rudy
Rivera and Jerome Cincinatto.
The guests will dance to the music
of Ray Barry and Del Wescott and
their orchestra. Patrons and patron
esses for the affair will be Mrs.
Lynch and Mr. and Mrs. Gulick.

Mothers and Patronesses Auxiliary
of Tau Kappa Kappa Sorority held
its first meeting of the year at the
house on Pacific Avenue last Mon
day night.
Mrs. Ethelyn Edson
Woods, graduate of the class of '30,
presided at the business meeting.
Mrs. James H. Corson was announc
ed as general chairman of the Doll
lea to be given November 6, and
Mrs. John Dinibulo is chairman of
the rummage sale.
Miss Anna Haris, who spent three
months in England this summer, ad
dressed the club on her recent trip.
She emphasized her adventures in
Scotland. Refreshments were served
informally, in the living room before
a roaring fire.
Hostesses for the
evening were Mrs. Corson, Mrs.
Dinibulo, Mrs. Wood, Mrs. Dana
Morgenson, and Miss Ellen Deering,
house mother.

DEANNA DURBIN

e v e r y n e w w h i m o f f a s h i o n will b e
f o u n d c l e v e r l y d e t a i l e d . . . all o f
the smart colors and weaves . . .
new ideas in trims . . . high styles
with a college air. . .

wonder dresses
alma kay dresses

19.75 up
12.95 to 16.95

down stairs store dresses . 4.95 to 7.95

in

100 MEN ANO A GIRL
with
ADOLPHE MENJOU

TH€ WONDER

Inc

" STOCKTON »«...« sos.
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Fighting Bengals Drop
Thriller to Spartans
Bitter 1 2 - 7 Defeat

What a Little

^

sports

page
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Tigers Out to Crash Victory
Column Against Chico State

—
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A l G e o r g e Shines in

By YE ED

Bengal
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A lighting Tiger team staved oft
a powerful, versatile Spartan attack
Fight Can Do!
for three and a half quarters, only to
And it came to pass that if San be betrayed once again by poor pass
Jose had not come to pass to al defense and go down to a bitter l-l
points of the compass, t'acific would defeat.
have won itself a ball game; but
Thus did Pacific lose its second
Pacific, not having the semblance ot game in as many starts to San Jose
a pass defense, didst allow the men State in Baxter Bowl last Friday
of Sparta to pluck, unmolested, the night. It was a case of sheer fight,
swincskin from out the air, thus com and very little else, against a verypletely nulling and voiding a wond classy offence manned by superior
rous display of intestinal fortitude talent.
Until the Bengal pass de
by the Bengal forward wall. . . .
fense bogged down completely, it
T h u s w o u l d a p a r a b l c - n u t i d e d looked like the Tigers might win on
scribe like Sammy Pcpys describe last
determination alone.
Friday's doing at Baxter Stadium. A
Al George staked Pacific to
twentieth century
sports
spieler
early lead when he ran back a punt
would just have said, "Pacific s line
83 yards to pay-dirt on the fourth
had all the guts and fire 111 the world,
play of the game. After Martino
hut the pass defense was supervich added the seventh point via
colousy—so the Tigers lost."
placement, the Tigers spent the rest
» « *
of the evening warding off the Spar
Each in his own distinctive style
would have been absolutely correct, tan steamroller.

Frosh Lose to
S. J. Babes
13-0

Chicans Bring Heavy
Pacific's Sophomore

Line, Fast Backs to Baxter Tonight;
Stars Slated to See Action
By BEN ALEXANDER

r-u
„ f o r the first
time this
Defending their title as Far Western
Cavdinal and White
season, the Bengals w.ll smack up>
Stagg
of Baxter Stadium.
g
^
Chico Wildcats this evening under t
but this
has had a perfect record of «
e
heretofore poor pass
year Art Acker, Chico mentor ,s banking o
defense to put a feather in his Stet
son bv defeating the Tiger leven for
Aerial Lapses Cause
the first time since '32-the only time
Tigerlets' Defeat
that the local varsity has bowed be
fore the invaders in the seventeenBy DANNY GASSBERG
year history of their rivalry
Putting wings to Ackers faint
For the second consecutive week,
hope
are two sharp shooting passers,
Corson's Cuties lost a ballgame with
Hoffman and Roberts, and on the
white-wash being applied, San Jose s
receiving end will be two w.ngmen
Babes turning the trick last Friday
In B a x t e r B o w l
that have helped pile up much yard
night to the tune of 13-0.
age via the aerial route, Bailey and
Tomorrow Night
Going into the fray with a sup
Fieberling. The latter can carry his
posedly better outfit than their op
210 pounds at about the rate of 11
ponents, the Frosh ran into a larger,
Still smarting under the sting of
seconds per one hundred yards. Be
heavier Spartan team which came out
last Friday night's 13-0 defeat, at the
P I C K S
sides playing end, this Freshman ace
on top despite the fact that the class
hands of San Jose's Babes, Corson s
was all on the "Orange and Black
does the team's punting.
Cubs complete a week of exhaustive
side
The Joseans were quick to
A Pacific line that performed so HOW THAT LINE DUG!
scrimmage and brain work today in
CHECKING OVER CHICO
By BECK
cash in on all breaks that presented
valiantly for three and a half periods
Benny Reams, holding down the
preparation for their Aggie Frosh tilt
Four times did the battling Ben themselves, and their alertness gave
vcck' quarterback berth, is a dangerous man
deserved better treatment than it re
Staggering
through
last
w
tomorrow
eve.
.
gals halt the DeGrootmen within the them the victory.
ceived from the backs. Al George
Sadly disappointed by their pro catastrophic upsets with hardly our at safety position. Although only
C. O. P. 20-yard line. San Jose
was a whirlwind in the C. O. 1
tege's defeat, and sorely aggravated shirt left, the old picker takes an tipping the scales at 154 pounds, this
PASS
GOES
HAYWIRE
piled up 16 first downs and 394 yards
backficld, but he couldn't do every
by boneheadedness on the part oi other whirl at it, just for fun. We little firecracker does the century in
in rushing and passing the ligers all
The first quarter was a see-saw,
thing. Unfortunately, Ins fellow haltseveral players, Coaches Corson and batted a terrific .500 last week with 9 6 seconds, is the Cats' chief scoring
over
the
field,
but
it
was
not
until
with Tommy Olaeta's punting con
backs could do nothing. San Jose
Kjcldsen packed all of last week four wins, four losses and two ties threat. Kolenborn at right half com
players, commenting in the lockci midway through the fourth period stantly putting San Jose in the hole
with actual conflict in an cftort. to in ten shots. Season's record to date pletes the backfield ensemble.
that the visitors could cross the Tiger About mid-way in the second period
room after the game, said that the
find an winning combination. How stands at an anaemic .611 only 11
Boasting a line that averages 195
•
San Jose chalked up its first score.
Pacific halfbacks were the easiest men goal-line.
successful the attempt was, will be winners out of 18 tries with two ties pounds from end to end, the Chico
The first Spartan score came on a Bert McElroy, Frosh half, threw a
to complete passes on that they had
clearly shown in tomorrow night s going into the discard.
defense should present a real obstacle
ever run into . . • which is putting break immediately following the fin bullet pass that proved to be a boom Outstanding as a softball pitcher, but no soft touch on t^football
This week is going to be different, to Pacific's running attack. Backing
contest.
est
piece
of
defensive
work
that
the
erang
when
Mike
Edgemon,
Spartan
it bluntly.
we think. At any rate, here s how up the line at center position will be
*
*
*
Bengals showed all evening. After end, intercepted it at mid-field and field, is the handsome iceman from Newport Beach, JERRY KEiin- "KJELLY" PUSHES'EM
LEY. Keithley, a senior, is playing his last season at end for the
Earlier in the week, Chris Kjeld- they look to us:
Captain Delgado, and in front of him
Things had better be different the Tigers held San Jose to three ran the remaining fifty yards to a
txtzxtc
NOTRE
DAME-ILLINOIS
sen, when asked for a statement on
playing on left tackle post is Mcagainst Chico, for while the Wild yards in four cracks and took over touchdown. The attempted conver Orange and Black.
"the team's standing, replied with: The Irish find the Illini stubborn, but Quone. Although weighing only 176
cats have little else, they have a thc ball on their two-yard line, Al sion was wide.
"The boys are in prime condition lacking in reserve material. Give it pounds. McQuone is the deadliest
fine passing attack that will click George's punt from the end zone was
This aroused the Pacific year
with very few injuries prevailing. We to the Ramblers, 13-0.
tackier on the line. Another light
unless the Bengal backs become air- partially blocked and rolled out on lings, and soon after the kick-off
*
*
*
are going to drill them severely, and
weight on the line is 170-pound guard
the Pacific 17.
minded and get their heads up.
they started some fireworks.
1 aking
» * *
this week will be entirely taken up
Pacific linemen should
Lcroy Zimmerman, one of the the pigskin on their own 29, the Cubs,
NORTHWESTERN - MICH Johnson.
with scrimmaging.
It will be a IGAN The Wildcats open defense know enough to watch out for any
Be that as it may, gentlemen, here's finest backs to show his wares at sparked by McElroy, moved it downsurvival of the fitest, every man for of their Big Ten title with a win, guard named Johnson.
a toast (in milk, of the course, C oach Baxter in recent years, then Hipped field sixty-six yards to San Jose's
Stagg) to the Pacific linemen, who a pass to Manoogian, who went out five yard line only to be frustrated
himself."
Making up for these two feather
after a good, hard scrap. North west
And so it was. The Tigerlets were ern by a touchdown at the most.
h a v e s h o w e d t h a t t h e y h a v e t h e s t u f f . on the 4. Zimmerman went over as the Spartans held for downs. The
weights are Mays, 235 pounds, play
Now whaddya say we get organized, from there against a tired band of gun killed the half at this point, and
run through formations, plays, block
*
-•
| ing
mg guard,
guaru, and
anu Hossow,
uussuw, tackle, *balfellas, and flash some ALL- Bengals. Tulloch and Swagerty con the score board showed: San Jose 6,
ing tactics and the like. As yet, due
CORNELL - PRINCETON — ancing the weights at 220 pounds.
AROUND STRENGTH!
to the sharp competition, there has Climb aboard, the Cornell
verged on the attempted conversion Frosh 0.
a—
n 1—A.tmrrhtr,
{With RALPH TREMBLEY as go-between)
bandwagon, I q,;c0 ]ost jts first game last week
been no indication as to which of boys. It's the Ithacans' year . . . We to San Francisco State, 13-12.
and Pacific was still one point to the
CUB LINE HOLDS
Dean's Darlings will carry the didn't know it last week, but we do
good. But not for long.
Grist From the
BENGALS BRUISED
No. 8—ROLAND (ROLLY)
"Orange and Black" against the now. (So does Colgate). Cornell by
No. 7- •GERALD (JERRY)
Unable to gain ground througl
CAMPBELL
SLOPPY PASS DEFENSE
The Tiger will enter the fray lick
KEITHLEY
Aggie yearlings tomorrow at eight.
line plays, and coming in possession
Grid Grind . .
two touchdowns.
ing wounds received at the hands of
From
an
insignificant
trumpet
play
Martinovich kicked off and the of the ball deep in Frosh territory
AGGIES A QUESTION
Newport Beach, just a mile from
*
* *
San Jose State last Friday night.
With the weekly (two e's in that Spartans proceeded to march 68 by virtue of a bad punt, the Spartan
As for the Aggie neophytes, they
the Southland's notorious playground, er in a high school band to the big
PITT
DUQUESNE—Jn
which First stringers, Tullock, Silva, O'one, typographer) pep talk out of the yards on three forward passes by Babes took to the air in the third
Balboa, gave us our right end, Jerry gest man on Pacific's football team. are an unknown quantity. Unscouted the Pitt Panther gains revenge for
Hare and Alexander have been
way, here's a little pigskin prattle, Zimmerman and a penalty, placing quarter for a score. This time, with
Keithley. There he had, in addition That, in brief, is the story of Rollie and unheralded, they come into the the upset the Dukes pulled last year.
watching most of the scrimmages this
grid gossip as it were, to mull over. .. the ball on the C. O. P. two-yard the ball in play on the Tigerlet thirtyto playing four years on the foot Campbell, behemoth tackle of the Tigerlet den on the morrow to wage
week from the sidelines.
Ralph
D I D Y O U K N O W T H A T : mark, from where Manoogian went one yard stripe, Joe Cranford heaved ball team, pole vaulted as high as Pacific line.
Four years ago our battle with Pacific's Cubs. They de It's close, but it's Pitt.
*
*
*
Trembley, another Tiger mainstay, is
Arnie Traxler, ace halfback, current over in two bucks. Swagerty block one to Edgemon who took it in the twelve feet. He was the first of local man-mountain was blowing his feated the Modesto J. C. reserves,
YALE-PENN.—Another of '^°f
those limpiiig on an injured knee. Despite
ly side-lined with a trickly knee ail ed the point-try, but it made no dif end zone, for the San Jose Frosh'e many present athletes to migrate brains out the end of a trumpet be 6-0, in their first game last week.
'jobs"
with Eli Yale | tbese apparent setbacks in Stagg's
old
traditional
.
ment, is all set to go with the Oak ference. The score stood 12-7, San second tally. Cranford's point-after- from Southern California and set an tween halves (of the game, not the
Game starts promptly in Baxter
looming as the winner of a free-scor fight plans, the Tiger offense has
land P. C. L. baseball club, or one Jose, and four frenzied minutes of touchdown culminated the scoring at excellent example by his consistent trumpet) at Richmond High in Oak
Stadium at 8:00 P. M.
ing battle, 20-13.
of its affiliates, next season. . . . and feeble passing by Pacific did nothing
not looked so slow in practice. One
land.
Now
his
huge
frame
is
em
13 points.
play at end.
.
*
that Owner Dcvenzenzi of the Oaks to alter the tally.
CONK THE CATS
I encouraging factor is that the smooth
ployed by the Stagg system as a re
Both teams worked as units rather
This should be a big year for Jerry
considers Trax one of the best young
TENNESSEE-DUKE—The out- passing offense seems to be clicking
taining wall to prevent opposing plays
San Jose showed power and ver
Still, as it is his fourth and last at C. O. P.
1•
1. 4^
.a /J per
r\oi- _ I 1like
* 1 a_ million.
"11!
\With
X L ^1. T)
L Kientz,
L.r
*v Al
A1
prospects he has ever had. . . . and satility on attack, but Pacific's slov than featuring individuals.
Bob
from going through.
standing
game ofC i.the
day, and
All
who
saw
the
Nevada
game
last
furthermore that young man is ser enly pass defense was almost wholly Mike Edgemon, flashy Spartan end,
haps the best of the season in Dixie. George and Cooper tossing the
iously considering derailing higher responsible for the defeat. Eleven who scored twelve digits for the year will remember how he looks MIGHTY TOUGH BEEF
It's a tossup, but somehow we think swine-skin and Soper, Bentley, Swag
education in order to play winter out of 17 passes were completed by Joseans, and Joe Cranford, Babe when he has a "hot" day. On that
Rollie played his first football on
Tennessee will cop, with the winner erty and Adamina nestling in their
fortunate
evening
Jerry
played
half
league ball, starting this Sunday. .
the freshman squad here at Pacific
the men of Sparta, and all of C. O. right half, were the outstanding men
an early favorite to come to the Rose arms, the varsity completed an aver
the game in Nevada's backfield and The idea of employing the "beef
Pacific could use a back with the P.'s secondary except Al George ap
Bowl (providing anything happens to age of four out of five passes in
the other half catching passes behind trust" for use on the varsity squad
passing and running ability of 1 rax- peared to be lost in a fog when Zim on the field.
Pitt during the season).
Wednesday night's practice—two of
For Jim's Jiggers, Bert McElroy their secondary.
ler. ... It would be unfortunate merman started zooming his accurate
was soundly advised next semester
*
*
*
them for touchdowns.
if he got away without ever show passes.
and Tommy Oleata did notable work MOTION PICTURE END
and the 245-lb. boy started an ex
Pacific is famished for a nice juicy
MISSISSIPPI
STATE-TEXAS
ing his stuff. . . . Jack Tttlloch is
traordinary
campaign
toward
making
Jerry has all the qualifications for
The sophomore fullback was easily in the backfield; linesmen Piccardo,
victory
at this point of the season.
A.
&
M.—A
tough
one,
with
the
Agheaded for the heights as guard, if he
San Jose's main threat, piling up Hill, Zumstein, Ivy, Myers, Fine and the perfect end with physique, speed, the team. Although his weight seems
gies rating a slight edge. Those and the dope sheet says it should tuck
keeps up the drive and does not lapse
_
great
advantage,
he
is
naturally
the impressive total of 147 yards in Oneill were well worthy of mention. and mental alertness at his command.
Texans really have something this this one under its belt; but the boys
into his old lackadaisickal attitude . ..
16 leather-lugging excursions, in ad
Stressing form in everything he does, much handicapped by lack of speed
The Joseans had a word or two
wearing the red and white jeiiseys
year.
CUB CUTS: Chris Pappas, still he succeeds in being a consistent, and agility which lighter linemen
dition to reaching all corners of the
for Jack; these—"tough monkey"
have always been able to turn on a
*
*
*
possess. This usually starts every
stadium with his heaves.
well-coordinated
wingman.
out with a bad ankle sprain, is ex
. . . The walking mummy of the
WASHINGTON STATE-CALI few extra pounds of steam for the
Jerry is another candidate for an overdeveloped tackle or guard off
squad is Doug Silva, who puts on GEORGE GORGEOUS
pected back tomorrow night
.
FORNIA—Comin' closer to home, Tiger game.
elementary teaching job and with with two strikes on him, but Rollie,
about ten pounds of tape every time
Tonight at 8 tells the tale!
they get easier. If Cal. doesn't take
For the offense-less Tigers, who Bert McElroy had an old eye a combination of good scholarship by his supreme effort and fight on
he dresses for action. . . . Doug has
-CONK THE CATS
has
this one, we'll quit." It should be
made only one first
down, Al wound opened late in the San Jose and good looks, he should be behind the practice and playing field
a bum knee, a trick shoulder and ten
George's long scoring jaunt was the Frosh battle, but will try to charm a schoolroom desk in a short time overcome this difficulty. Rollie is
harder than their first two games,
der ribs (with no spares). . Mum
LEGAL STUDENT
only bright spot on attack. The the Aggie Frosh tomorrow night Meanwhile, watch his work at the at present one of our most valued
however. 19-7.
my tho' he may be, the "Sepia
linemen, and has fear of no oppos
Stockton swivel-hipper grabbed Bull
*
*
*
right
end
position.
Submariner" is nobody's dummy
LAYS DOWN LAW
Lewis' punt on his 17 and ran through with his snake-hips .... Jack
ing player.
OHIO STATE-U. S. C.—Our|
on that chalked turf. .
. Lou
O'Neill, cracker-jack Cub tackle,
CONK THE CATSthe
entire
San
Jose
team
to
score.
Campbell
is
of
a
mild
disposition,
Tsunekawa, one of the smallest men
four-star special for this week,
On defense, too, George was Pa is hale and hearty again after a
always ready for a joke even if it's
on the team, has the largest noggin
Southern California. The Trojans
on himself. He is a member of
(head, to you untutoreel swabs) of cific's mainstay, thrice bringing down shoulder injury which forced him
went back on us last week, but they'll
Omega Phi Alpha and one of the best
anyone.
He carries a size 7$Js Zimmerman, wlien that worthy was to leave the game last Friday night
bounce back with a big bang. The |
liked students on the campus. His
helmet on a five-foot-seven frame.
in the clear and touchdown-bound.
Buckeyes have had two very hard
. . the Dean's Dumplings are
major is history and he is soon to Avordupois aplenty—that's the games plus a lot of travel in the last
Lou's a heady individual in more
1
His punting outdistanced the Spar out for gore.
Qal-ll
enter the field of elementary teach caption for Roly ROLLIE CAMP two weeks, so it's Troy.
ways than singular.
. . You've
tans' and was a prime factor in keep
reached the end of this column—
ing, where his massiveness will annu BELL, 245-pound tackle, who is
CONK THE CATS
*, * *
ing San Jose bottled up in the first
By BETTY RAE STONE
ally awe a classroom of children.
isn't it a swell feeling?
playing his final season under the
OREGON
STATE-WASHING
half. George turned in one of the
C. O. P. banner.
Mild-spoken, TON—We're a bit leery of those |
Hooray! ! ! It's here at last.
-CONK THE CATS
CONK THE CATS
finest performances by a Pacific gridRollie's words may not carry much Oregon Staters, but we believe that
Yes siree, it's that long-looked-for
der in many years.
weight, but his feet certainly do! Cal. took just enough out of 'em to 1
W. A. A. Weenie Roast, coming up
The inspired defensive line play of Wednesday, October 13, at 5 o'clock.
Still at it, girls: won't you please
make it a pretty certain win for the
the Bengals was sparked by Jack Lots of fun, frolic and features are sign up for the tennis tournament?
mighty Huskies. Phelan phooms phorin store for you gals. There will be On bended knees, we beg for some
ward, 13-7.
Tulloch, playing sixty minutes in his
a sing (yeah man!), games and eats
*
* *
first game as a regular guard. The —with emphasis on the last—all for response to our plea. Oh, well, mebbe
it's useless; probably aren't any ten
Oh,
yes,
tab
Pacific to break
Probable starting line-ups
work of the ends, Swagerty and the small sum of twenty (20) cents. nis players around here anyway.
into the right side of the ledger
for
tonight's
fracas
in
Baxter
Hedges, and line-backer Phil Martin Meet at the Gym at 5 sharp—DON'T
* * *
with a win over Chico . . . pick I
Bowl:
THIS BIG
ovich, who was acting captain, also MISS OUT ON
your own score. We have a hunch
Keep
an
eye
peeled
lor
announce
EVENT!
Chico State
Pacific
it is going up.
stood out.
ment of the W. A. A. weekend, due
»
*
*
*
Bailey
LER Hedges
CONK THE CATSSan Jose's victory maintained Deto come up in the very near future.
Attenshun, hockey players! First
McQuone LTR Campbell
Groot's record of never having lost game will be Wednesday, the 20th of It's a "must" for your date book.
Mays
LGR Silva
a Stagg-coached elevn in five
October . . . We'll he seeing you out
-CONK THE CATS
Delgado
McWilliams
C
years of competition.
there.
Johnson
RGL Tulloch
Kossow
RTL O'Hare
Your honor: the whole truth
Feiberling REL Swagerty
and only the truth is that the
Reams
Siegfried
0
genuine CAMPUS CORDS
Hoffman
LHR Bentley
provide distinctive trouser
NO ONE
Kolenborn RHL George
Roberts
style and double the wear of
Martinovich
F
Bring Your Racquets

Corsonites
Meet Ag.
Frosh

Introducin

K I N

1

BENGALITES

ROLY ROLLIE

EASY
CREDIT
TO A N Y O N E

minutes

LINE-UPS

IN

FINE STATIONERY

REFUSED

1938
-#/

"TEN-TUBE

RADIO
• Short Wave
Automatic Vol
ume Control
Large Airplane
Dial
• Rich Tone

$24

IF YOU ARE A RESI
DENT OF STOCK
TON OR A WAGE
EARNER YOU CAN
Take a RADIO HOME
IN FIVE MINUTES.
T U B E S

C
R

T E S T E D

O
A

A
D

S
I

226 East Main

O

1ENT or BUY

and

to the

Snappy Dance Programs

Racquet Shop
Owned by a Student

for those

IN THE BOOKSTORE

RUSH PARTIES
at

F R E E

T

Tennis Players

Morris Bros.
Stationers

15-17 Hunter Street

STOCKTON

Sports
Equipment
TILL
2 A. M.

T H E A T R E

Saturday, Oct. 9th

"Music for
Madame"
with

LAMBERT'S
201 E. WEBER

RITZ

Phone 2962W

MINO MARTINI
also

"AH Over Town"
with OLSEN & JOHNSON

a -

Student Typewriter
Headquarters
•
Rental paid applies on Purchase
•
FREE: Study desk with
New Portables
•
TERMS:—$1.00 Weekly
•

340 E. WEBER
STANDARD OFFICE
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Wanted — Campus Representa
tive—Liberal Commission

ordinary trousers.
They divorce you from high
costs . . . their upkeep is so
modest . . . only a bar of
soap and a tub of water to
keep 'em clean.
Good ol' cords! Juries
of university men unani
mously award the verdict to
the genuine Can't Bust Em
CAMPUS CORDS

-sIPUS
CORDS
univiRsmr-rmjo mousing
• Look for this Gold Label
at your clothiers.
Doug. CAMPBELL-Ed. KOEHLbf

Campus Representatives

The WARDROBE
333 East Main

Phone 15*"

